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PLANNING FOR 
PERFECT TIMING 
Precise caught up with Kieran Walsh, Independent 
agronomist for Velcourt Advisory for feedback 
after trialling the xarvio Field Manager system

‘Can Artificial Intelligence (AI) really create 
the perfect platform for managing a farm?’ 

Was our first question. Kieran has spent around 
twelve months working with the Xarvio Field 
Manager system and Precise caught up recently 
during a crop walk to learn how the system has 
evolved over time

“Working closely with my clients, together our 
ultimate aim to achieve quality crops at the 
lowest cost of production,” explained Kieran. 
“A management tool, app or platform that can 
help me achieve this and save me time is a 
step forward in improving margins.” said Kieran. 
Comparing pounds spent versus the pounds 
saved means a system needs to show benefits 
and savings in its early stages of adoption.
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WHAT IS FIELD MANAGER

The Field Manager platform and accompanying 
mobile app are designed to manage the complete 
growing process and provide an insight into 
crop production and decision making. The 
module known as ‘Field Monitor’ uses current 
biomass maps of field zones based on analysed 
satellite data from the past 15 years. This data 
is used alongside AI algorithms to compare 
zone maps for yield, nutrition, crop protection, 
growth regulators and seeding in conjunction 
with localweather data. Add to this the ‘Nutrient 
Management’ insights and the system can 
produce zone-based application maps. 

GROWTH MODELS

One area Kieran used was the Growth Stage 
(GS) model to check on the multiple farms he 
is serving. “The growth stage model for Winter 
Wheat is very accurate after ground truthing once 
it’s set, Kieran spent last season checking this 
module worked. This module can help a grower 
or agronomist remotely manage blocks of land. It 
acts as a time saving, knowing if the crop has or 
hasn’t changed a GS” Part of the ‘Spray Timer’ 
module, the GS system stands out as one of 
Field Manager’s unique features. An accurate 
insight into how crops are developing can really 
save time and help manage input timings for best 
results.

We discussed how reactive xarvio has been to 
feedback from the field-based trial users. “Simple 

things like changing the colour of the biomass 
maps were taken on board and redesigned very 
quickly,” said Kieran. 

Louis Wells, UK Commercial Manager for xarvio 
Digital Farming Solutions powered by BASF 
shared some more information about xarvio and 
what the system offers precision farming. “We 
have solutions in over 16 countries, nine crops 
and 35 agronomic models. The team working 
on xarvio consists of experts in data science, 
programming, agronomy and commercial 
business,” explained Louis. “The team is 
focussed on developing unique solutions for 
the industry that improve and automate crop 
production.”
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DATA DIFFERENTIATOR

With more and more ‘data collectors’ emerging in 
agriculture we asked Louis what’s different about 
xarvio? “We’re focussed on delivering actionable 
data which means proactively identifying an issue 
in the growing crop, then providing an insight to 
improve the agronomic outcomes measured by a 
yield increase,” explained Louis. “Add to this the 
potential resource savings through automated 
decision making at sub-field level we can offer 
the grower an improved margin.” The xarvio Field 
Manager system comprises three modules: 

• Field Monitor - Receives field zone specific 
information such as biomass maps and weather 
data.to.increase transparency and make better 
informed decisions.

• Spray Timer – Provides early warning of 
potential which ensures optimum spray timings.

• Zone Spray – Field zone specific variable 
application maps - use the right amount of crop 
protection product and only where it is needed.

“Make the best-informed decisions by using the 
Field Monitor module of Field Manager,” said 
Louis . “Having all relevant information to hand 
makes crop monitoring an easy and quick task 
ahead of crop walking or it can help ground truth 

what you are seeing.” Within Field Monitor you 
can access real-time satellite biomass maps, 15 
year historic ‘power zone’ maps and soil maps. 
Upload other zone maps such as yield, seeding, 
nutrition, crop protection etc. In addition to 
these you can add in your own weather station 
data and import fields from systems such as 
MyJohnDeere.com. 

“As Kieran highlighted earlier, having a system 
that can support or direct crop walking at a 
time when ever larger areas are managed by 
fewer resources, the Spray Timer module offers 
the ability to forecast growth stages as well as 
disease and pest risk status,” explained Louis. 
“By using AI models, the grower is supplied 
with field specific growth stage forecasting and 
disease / pest risk modelling to help optimise 
work planning. “These insights can be calibrated 
by creating an observation in the platform. For 
example, if the GS model is ahead of growing 
conditions in the field, the grower or agronomist 
can feed this back to ensure the system is 
constantly evolving,”. An agronomist could work 
with growers to highlight potential issues and 
have them double check any risk or modify alerts 
when in the fields. Using a similar approach, it’s 
possible to model Nitrogen application timing, 
again helping make best use of inputs as outlined 
earlier.

Xarvio utilises the online Field Monitor system along with Spray Timer and Zone Spray to deliver crop growth cycle 
monitoring and management to finite detail.

Satellite imagery is not new to farming but using 
it to create your own zone maps for applying 
crop protection products and having the ability 
to ground check is. It provides another element 
of smart crop protection in the toolkit to support 
improved margins. “Using the Zone Spray 
module, you only apply what’s needed, where 
it’s needed based on the current biomass maps,” 
said Louis. 

SATELLITE IMAGERY

Forecasting disease and pest 
risk allows agronomists and 
managers to have a heads 
up while monitoring fields 
potentially saving time and 
unnecessary crop walks.

This clever system of creating field zones can 
still be overridden should experience or crop 
walks recommend otherwise. However, it is a 
clever way to start reducing inputs and increasing 
margins. The maps can be transferred using 
a USB drive or wirelessly by connecting to 
MyJohnDeere.com and Agrirouter then into all 
standard terminals. 

“HAVING ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION TO HAND 
MAKES CROP MONITORING AN EASY AND QUICK 
TASK AHEAD OF CROP WALKING OR IT CAN HELP 
GROUND TRUTH WHAT YOU ARE SEEING.”
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Monitoring historic weather data means growers can check 
the detailed weather for specific sites and how this may have 
impacted how the crop reacted to the current management 
strategy.

Louis explained some additional features and 
updates which users can expect in 2020; “As 
Kieran mentioned xarvio is keen to take up 
suggestions from trial users so that we can 
deliver the best system. This year’s new platform 
design offers an improved user experience and 
flow for working through the Field Manager 
platform. Data insights are clearer to follow and 
act upon”. As with many apps, systems and 
management tools, notifications are logical to see 
when an action is needed. Purple dots highlight 
where potential actions are needed on each 
field. “If a manager, agronomist or even sprayer 

Adjusting VRA tank mix based 
on crop biomass links several 
elements of crop monitoring 
and protection to provide an 
easy to use system. 

operator are near a field, they can quickly check 
the Field Manager system for any alerts and 
either adjust these in the field or report back with 
any updates. It makes the whole crop production 
cycle more efficient. Adding crop icons and 
historic weather data has made it easier and 
quicker to navigate around fields,” said Louis.

With increasingly unpredictable weather , being 
able to look back and evaluate what actually 
happened, allows the grower to see the exact 
weather conditions at the time a product was 
applied. 

Changes to the system make things more logical and easier to use helping save time while using xarvio.

Monitoring historic weather data means growers can check the detailed weather for specific sites and how this may 
have impacted how the crop reacted to the current management strategy.

WEATHER FORECAST

To improve crop and disease modelling, live 
in-field weather stations can be added to Field 
Manager. These dinner plate sized units create 
even more localised alerts and weather data. 
This  may reduce the risk of travelling to outlying 
land and not being able to do the planned work. 
“This spring we will have our first live ‘Arable’ 
connected weather stations integrated into 
xarvio,” Louis added. 

Additional localised ARABLE weather stations assist 
in providing more accurate AI modelling for disease 
and pest risk. 

A new ‘Cross-farm dashboard’ allows users, 
such as agronomists, to manage multiple 
farms at once. “The option to filter by specific 
recommendations helps prioritise activities such 
as crop walking. New, more advanced filters will 
be added soon,” explained Louis. 

FINANCIAL BENEFIT

To summarise the overall benefits xarvio offers 
with each module, we challenged Louis to pull up 
some numbers we can all understand; pounds 
per ha. Taking the following numbers from around 
80 on-farm trials across Europe, Louis produced 
a snapshot of potential savings when trialling the 
Field Manager modules Spray Timer and Zone 
Spray on Winter Wheat. 

“The Spray Timer module which ensures you are 
applying at the right time and only where needed 
has shown benefits which equate to around £30/
ha.  The Zone Spray module, which produces 
variable rate application maps, showed a further 
saving of around £30/ha compared to a flat rate 
application. In addition, we have seen a 72% 
reduction in tank leftover, with more efficient 
spraying and input application,” said Louis.
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